SIN Culture Centre

Based in Budapest, SIN Culture Centre is a non-profit production house dedicated to the nurturing and supporting the creative activities of artists in Hungary's contemporary performing arts. SIN Culture Centre works for the sake of Hungarian performing arts on a national and European scale.

Our central purpose is to discover, train and support young talents. By doing so, we wish to promote the production of high quality work that we aim to distribute throughout Europe. To achieve these goals we provide the necessary conditions to companies and artists who do not have their own rehearsal spaces.

We emphasize the importance of professional assistance, as we wish to ensure a long-term career for the artists. Therefore we give our best artistic and professional advice, and as co-producer we are able to provide management background.

SIN Culture Centre wishes to develop a community of performing artists: our assistance can vary from occasional or individual cooperation to long-term partnerships.

Having three studio facilities, the Centre supports a variety of artists, operates an artist in residence program and is active in an international arts network as it works to raise the level of Hungary's contemporary performing arts and aims to increase awareness of them in Europe.
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culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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